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Abstract
Researchers in medical education have
been placing increased emphasis on
“outcomes research,” or the observable
impact of educational interventions on
patient care. However, although patient
outcomes are obviously important,
they should not be the sole focus of
attention in medical education research.
The purpose of this perspective is both
to highlight the limitations of outcomes
research in medical education and to offer
suggestions to facilitate a proper balance
between learner-centered and patient-

Over the past decade, the academic

community has seen increased emphasis
on “outcomes research” in medical
education.1–3 Although the word outcome
refers generally to “something that follows
as a result or consequence,”4 in the
discourse of outcomes research in medical
education, this word refers to clinical
outcomes—that is, an intervention’s
impact on patients and sometimes on
physician behaviors during patient
care.2 This new emphasis on outcomes
is laudable because the ultimate intent
of medical education is to improve the
health of patients. Focusing on what really
works helps to promote responsiveness
to social priorities, highlights ineffcient
and ineffective education practices, and
encourages attention to care systems.
Although authors have reported patient
outcomes in only a small minority of
medical education studies thus far,1,5–7
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centered assessments. The authors
cite fve challenges to research using
patient outcomes in medical education,
namely (1) dilution (the progressively
attenuated impact of education as fltered
through other health care providers and
systems), (2) inadequate sample size,
(3) failure to establish a causal link, (4)
potentially biased outcome selection,
and (5) teaching to the test. Additionally,
nonpatient outcomes continue to hold
value, particularly in theory-building
research and in the evaluation of

program implementation. To educators
selecting outcomes and instruments in
medical education research, the authors
offer suggestions including to clarify
the study objective and conceptual
framework before selecting outcomes,
and to consider the development and
use of behavioral and other intermediary
outcomes. Deliberately weighing the
available options will facilitate informed
choices during the design of research
that, in turn, informs the art and science
of medical education.

the number of such studies appears
to be growing as evidenced by their
prevalence in recent systematic reviews.8–10
Investigators have used patient outcomes
in studies of professional behavior,11
physician communication,12 surgical
training,13 and continuing medical
education.14 Others have reported systems
to collect patient outcomes longitudinally
in postgraduate education.15,16

as quality of life), restrict the type
of research questions asked (not all
interventions are designed to prolong
life), and make many studies infeasible
(e.g., randomized trials with mortality
outcomes typically require long periods
of follow-up and incur high expense).

Although the patient outcomes research
movement is important, patient effects
and physician behaviors make up only
a subset of possible outcomes. Fifty
years ago, Kirkpatrick17 proposed a
widely accepted, four-level model of
training program outcomes, comprising,
frst, reaction (satisfaction); followed
by learning (knowledge, skills, and
attitudes); then, behaviors in practice;
and, fnally, results (effects on the object
of interest, such as in medicine, patients).
Patient outcomes warrant emphasis, but
they should not constitute the sole focus
of attention in medical education.
An excessive emphasis on patient
outcomes may paradoxically distract
investigators from advancing the art and
science of medical education overall.
Such an emphasis on patient outcomes
in medical education would be akin to
focusing clinical research outcomes on
mortality, which would neglect other
outcomes important to patients (such

We recognize several drawbacks to using
patient outcomes in medical education
research. Although we acknowledge
that all of these limitations do not
apply to every situation and that none
are insurmountable, we believe that,
collectively, they present a formidable
challenge. The purpose of this perspective
is both to highlight the limitations of
patient outcomes research in medical
education and to offer suggestions to
facilitate a proper balance between
learner-centered and patient-centered
assessments in medical education
research. We seek not to discourage
research involving patient-oriented
outcomes but simply to counterbalance
calls for whole-scale adoption of the
patient outcomes perspective as the holy
grail of education research.
Challenges and Limitations of
Research Using Patient Outcomes
in Medical Education

Dilution
The link between what a physician
does (Kirkpatrick’s behaviors) and what
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patient outcomes refect (Kirkpatrick’s
results) is indirect. A physician’s actions
mingle with patients’ preferences for
therapy or testing, patients’ compliance
with physician recommendations, and
individual variations in disease and
demographics.18 Moreover, in most
instances, additional factors—such as
other members of the health care team
(nurses, pharmacists, trainees, etc.),
institutional policies, and insurance plan
requirements—also have an effect. Each
of these factors could correct undesirable
physician behaviors, or, alternatively,
they could effectively hide correct
behaviors from manifesting in detectable
change. Ultimately, these confounding
factors or conditions effectively dilute
the physician’s actions19 and diminish
the observed effect of the educational
activities that preceded those actions.
Shifting from practicing physicians
to physician trainees (residents) or
medical students adds further levels of
dilution that only magnify the problem.
Researchers have two options: to increase
the initial impact of the intervention
(so that even after dilution the effect
remains strong) or to enroll a sample
size large enough to detect even small
(dilute) effects. Neither solution is ideal
in education research.
Creating an exceptionally strong
intervention sounds attractive at frst.
However, we have observed that strong
interventions nearly always require
a multifaceted approach to training,
drawing on multiple instructional
modalities (e.g., combinations of
textbook, video, lecture, small groups,
computer-assisted instruction,
standardized patients, other
simulation, and clinical encounters)
and instructional methods (practice
cases, group discussion, self-assessment
questions, feedback, mastery learning,
etc.). One of us and another colleague20
previously noted
When complex interventions show
signifcant beneft, they demonstrate
that a specifc outcome (e.g. knowledge
or behavior) can be modifed but tell us
little about which components of the
intervention (e.g. instructional methods
and experiences) determined this change.
Such investigations have only limited
generalizability because the multifactorial
intervention cannot be replicated
precisely, and implementing only a
portion of the intervention may or may
not be effective.
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Moreover, strong interventions often
show a large effect only when judged
against a weak comparison intervention
or no intervention. As researchers seek
to advance the science of education, the
importance of comparative effectiveness
research (side-by-side comparisons
of two or more active educational
interventions) will increase.21 The
expected effect size in such research is
often rather small.22–24
Some have argued that the community
might shift its attention to assessing
practitioner groups, such as looking at the
aggregate data for a training program15
or large cohort.25 Although examining
aggregate group data makes sense at a
programmatic level (i.e., for identifying
curricular priorities and gaps, or for
demonstrating the overall effectiveness
of a program), doing so minimizes the
importance of individual providers.
Although many health care problems
require systems-based or systems-level
solutions to achieve demonstrable and
sustained change, it is still the individual
who graduates from medical school,
qualifes for and maintains a license
and board certifcation, and—in most
instances—sits in the room with a patient
during the clinical encounter.
Feasibility: Sample size
In medical education research, the
conveniently available sample size
(e.g., the number of participants in a
training program) is often inadequate to
appropriately power the study. Clinical
trials frequently enroll thousands of
patients to evaluate the effectiveness of
therapeutic options. Consider how many
physicians (let alone medical students)
investigators would need to enroll in
order to study the patient outcomes
effect of teaching physicians about the
benefts of metoprolol succinate in
heart failure, ramipril in intermediaterisk patients, or clopidogrel in stroke
prevention—benefts demonstrated in
very large clinical trials.26–28 Because the
effect of the educational intervention—
even if successful—would be diluted
(as above), and the measurements
would be imperfect, such a study would
either need a very large sample or an
intervention with a huge impact (large
effect size). Anything less would likely
result in nonstatistically signifcant
fndings. For example, to demonstrate
an association between certifcation

exam scores and patient complaints,
one study enrolled all 3,424 physicians
certifed in the provinces of Quebec and
Ontario during a four-year period.12 (In
an earlier and somewhat smaller study
of 934 physicians, the same authors
demonstrated a link between exam scores
and physician behaviors such as ordering
tests and prescribing.)29
Some investigators have attempted to
overcome the barrier of an insuffcient
learner sample by enrolling more patients.
However, they must then account for
clustering when analyzing the data, and
clustering lowers the effective sample
size.30 Regrettably, researchers often fail
to adjust for clustering (as documented
in clinical research),31 resulting in fawed
analyses and questionable interpretations,
as noted in recent systematic reviews in
education.8,32
Other researchers have attempted
to increase sample size by enrolling
learners from multiple programs—either
different training programs within an
institution or similar programs from
different institutions. Although doing so
often leads to success, many important
research questions do not lend themselves
to multiprogram study—especially
questions that require interventions and
outcome measures to be implemented
equally across programs.33
Failure to establish a causal link
Educators might expect a focus on
patient outcomes to improve study
rigor. Regrettably, studies using patient
outcomes often suffer from threats to
both internal study validity (the absence
of bias in the study fndings) and external
study validity (the meaningfulness of
the fndings to others). Such threats to
validity undermine the inferences and
conclusions drawn by investigators
and readers. Many medical education
studies using patient outcomes employ
nonrandomized designs such as
concurrent cohort designs, retrospective
designs with historical controls, and
single-group cross-sectional designs.
Such designs allow much weaker causal
interpretations than do randomized
studies.34
Another source of weakened causal
inferences is confounding, which occurs
when the observed effect can plausibly
be ascribed to a known or suspected
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infuence other than the object under
study. Multifaceted interventions (as
described above in the Dilution section)
and comparisons in which multiple
instructional features vary simultaneously
represent two common sources of
confounding in education research.35 A
third source of confounding, particularly
problematic for patient outcomes
research, is systematic variation in patient
populations across physicians (e.g., some
physicians care for higher-risk patients
than others).18 Even randomization
cannot compensate for a confounded
design.20
The tensions between outcomes and
other aspects of study design raise the
following question: Which is better,
a study that permits strong causal
interpretations (e.g., strong design
and limited confounding) with a weak
outcome, or a study with a strong
outcome but a design that allows for only
weak and confounded interpretations?
The answer depends on the situation, but
in many cases the stronger causal design
may be preferable. Being able to state that
outcomes improved, without establishing
a clear link to what actually caused that
improvement, does little to advance the
community’s understanding of how
to enhance future clinical/educational
practice.35
Potentially biased outcome selection
The following anecdote illustrates a
fourth limitation of patient outcomes
research in medical education:
A woman walking down the street one
night noticed a man on his knees under a
lamppost. When asked what he was doing,
the man replied that he was looking for
his keys. She joined him in the search, but
after several minutes asked, “Are you sure
you lost them here?” “Oh no,” the man
replied. “I dropped them on the other side
of the street. But it’s dark over there; the
light is much better here.”

When researchers assess patient-level
outcomes, they would ideally assess
the outcomes of greatest signifcance.
Yet, seemingly, they often search where
they fnd light rather than where they
lost the keys. For example, researchers
conducting a recent systematic review
of simulation-based education found
that all of the studies reporting patient
outcomes focused on procedural tasks
(e.g., endoscopy and endotracheal
intubation),32 whereas no studies
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used patient outcomes to evaluate
simulation-based training activities for
no-less-important nonprocedural tasks
(e.g., physical exam or crisis resource
management).8

risks unjustifable bias. Those engaged in
patient outcomes research must ensure
that the sampling of topics adequately
refects the entire curriculum.

Researchers risk bias when they select an
outcome that does not refect the entire
domain of interest. Regrettably, many
of the relevant outcomes in education
research do not readily lend themselves
to measurement,18 and researchers thus
select measures that are easy rather than
those that best refect broad curricular
goals. Many important clinical activities
have no accepted standard,18 making
the corresponding clinical metrics
impossible to use as research outcomes.
For example, the optimal frequency of
bone density screening remains unclear,
making screening frequency inadequate
as a measure of curricular impact in the
topic of osteopenia. Some conditions
(i.e., topics) also lend themselves to
patient outcome assessment more
readily than others. Checking a lab test
result (e.g., hemoglobin A1c) is easier
than reliably determining the rate of
smoking cessation. Moreover, even
for a given condition, some measures
(e.g., hemoglobin A1c) are easier
to quantify than others (e.g., onset
of diabetic peripheral neuropathy).
Medical education researchers often
lack funding to prospectively monitor
patient outcomes; therefore, they select
measures available from the medical
record. Although easy to collect, such
data may not be good indicators of actual
performance.18 Selecting a given outcome
for reasons of availability or feasibility
introduces possible bias in the clinical
topic or the measurement approach.

Conventional wisdom indicates that
assessment drives learning, and most
educators (including ourselves) would
agree that this is usually a good thing.
Assessment can motivate and focus both
learners and teachers to address learning
gaps they might otherwise overlook.
However, excessive focus on patientoriented outcomes could negatively affect
teaching by leading educators to “teach to
the test.”

Looking under the lamppost is not
always a problem. Researchers wishing
to demonstrate “proof of concept”
might reasonably select a test-case
clinical topic with a patient outcome
that is intentionally easy to measure.
However, as authors have noted for both
clinical outcomes18 and assessment in
general,36 performance in one domain
often has little correlation with another.
For example, superior performance in
managing blood glucose in diabetes may
not predict performance in colon cancer
screening. As the feld moves beyond
proof of concept, the continued selection
of easy-to-measure outcomes (topics)
at the exclusion of more diffcult but
equally important outcomes (topics)

Teaching to the test

Too much attention to patient outcomes
could lead curriculum designers to teach
only those processes that unambiguously
enhance patient care. Although seemingly
sensible, this approach suffers from at
least two shortcomings. First, despite the
research community’s valiant attempts
to improve the situation, clear evidence
informs only a fraction of clinicians’
diagnostic and therapeutic decisions.37
Focusing primarily on practices with
defned standards will necessarily
detract from teaching on other topics.
Second, focusing on evidence-based
algorithmic approaches to management
could backfre if learners fail to learn the
principles that underlie such actions.
Although systems change usually has a
stronger effect on patient outcomes than
education,38 learning pathophysiology
and other underlying principles has clear
beneft on retention and transfer,39 to
say nothing of the long-term benefts of
such knowledge40 in understanding new
therapies, interpreting new study results,
or conducting research later in life.
We do not wish to be misinterpreted.
Clearly, educators should teach and
reinforce clinical actions that beneft
patients. However, many vital activities
will not have an immediate, visible
impact on patients. Focusing excessively
on improving measurable patient
outcomes could lead to short-term gains
and long-term losses.
Patient Outcomes: Not Always
Better

The argument that patient outcomes are
superior to other outcomes is, ultimately,
a value judgment. Shea19 pointed out
that “the primary customer of medical
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education is emphatically the learner,
not the patient.” Of course, prudent
physician-in-training customers will
want the best value in training that
will enable them to provide the most
effective patient care. However, measures
such as knowledge, skills, attitudes,
time, and even satisfaction should not
automatically be relegated to second-tier
status as “process measures.”2 All else
being equal, higher learner satisfaction is
not a bad objective! Also, as Yardley and
Dornan9 have noted, the community can
learn much about an educational activity
from outcomes lower in Kirkpatrick’s
model and from nonoutcomes
evidence (e.g., process evaluation and
qualitative data). Furthermore, excessive
concentration on patient outcomes risks
dehumanizing trainees (and thereby the
education process) by viewing the trainee
solely as a means to an end rather than a
worthy end in and of him- or herself.
Nonpatient outcomes (knowledge and
skills) may be particularly important in
theory-building research because this
type of research often occurs in settings
with limited patient contact. Medical
education researchers have frequently
lamented the absence of theory in the
feld,41,42 and some have suggested theorybuilding research as central to advancing
the community’s understanding of how
to improve learning activities.43 Patient
outcomes research may tell the medical
education community whether or not
something worked, but it often does
not clarify how to improve a course for
the next go-round or how to effectively
design a new course. Only sound theories
and conceptual frameworks will permit
these advances.

First, rather than starting a research
project by identifying a measure or
tool (e.g., “hemoglobin A1c” or “the
patient record”) and then designing
the investigation around it, researchers
should frst clarify the study objective
and conceptual framework, then select
the most relevant outcome, then the
measurement method, and fnally the
instrument.44 By selecting the question
frst, they both maintain focus on
the most important issues and avoid
prematurely selecting an outcome or
instrument that will not provide the
most meaningful data. Researchers must
also ensure that the outcomes align with
the educational objectives. No “most
important” outcome exists in absolute
terms—only better outcomes for a given
context and purpose. The best outcome
will balance two (at times opposing)
requirements: the need to provide
meaningful conclusions for the intended
audience and the constraints of feasibility.
Second, for purposes of clarity in
discussing the patient-related outcomes
of health professions education, educators
should remember the distinction between
skills (provider actions in an artifcial
test setting), behaviors (provider actions
with real patients, such as ordering
tests, prescribing, procedural time, or
procedural technique), and patient
effects (Kirkpatrick’s level 4 “results”:
the actual impact on patients, such as
patient satisfaction, patient compliance,
symptom control, complications,
or test results).8,32 Of note, a patient
characteristic such as motivation to

change might be considered an attitude
in clinical research, but we argue that
in health professions education research
this characteristic qualifes as a true
patient effect.
Third, researchers need to focus on
establishing links between patient
outcomes and other more accessible
outcomes. To link patient outcomes
causally to an educationally relevant
activity or personal characteristic can be
challenging. If the conceptual relationship
between the activity and the outcome
is poorly defned, investigators will be
unable to bridge the gap with a single
link. In such instances, they may fnd
that using two or more links provides a
more readily accessible chain of causality.
For example, if researchers demonstrate
an association between specifc skills or
behaviors and specifc patient outcomes,
then they and others may use these skills
or behaviors as surrogate outcomes in
subsequent studies (see Figure 1). For
example, in a simulation-based course
on vascular surgery, investigators found
that simulator outcomes of time and
severity of anastomotic leaks (skills)
were associated with operative time
and anastomotic leaks in real patients.45
Another study found an association
between the quality of counseling
with real patients (a behavior) and the
patients’ motivation to change (a patient
effect).46 Of course, surrogate outcomes
can be misleading,47 as is well understood
in clinical research.48 Adapting existing
guidelines for the use of surrogate end
points in clinical research to medical

Recommendations

An excessive focus on patient-oriented
outcomes will at best distract the
education community from important
research using other outcomes, and at
worst it could adversely affect some
aspects of health professions education.
Research focused on patient-level
outcomes is and will remain essential to
evaluate medical education activities, but
it should not be pursued at the expense
of research using other outcomes.
Thus, we offer six suggestions to guide
the selection and analysis of outcomes
and instruments in medical education
research.
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Figure 1 Establishing links from education to patient outcomes. Establishing a direct link
between an educational intervention and a meaningful patient outcome often proves diffcult.
Bridging the gap frequently comes at the expense of being able to make strong causal inferences.
For example, Study A might be observational (rather than experimental) or use a multifeatured
intervention with limited generalizability. By contrast, both Study B and Study C could use
stronger causal designs that provide a chain of evidence that, although indirect, may permit more
defensible inferences.
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education research seems prudent,49
including not only that the surrogate
must correlate with the patient outcome
but that improvement in the surrogate
should also associate with improved
patient outcomes.
Fourth, investigators should consider
proceeding in a deliberately stepwise
fashion as they test educational
interventions: frst assessing knowledge
and skills, then behaviors, and fnally
patient outcomes. As Shea19 stated,
“Before we shift our focus—and
simultaneously the expectations of
reviewers and editors—we need to make
sure we can infuence students’ behaviors.
Once we know how to do this, we can
turn our attention to the next link.”
Researchers should also consider the
learner’s training level: The link between
behaviors and patient outcomes is much
more direct (less diluted) for physicians,
and to a lesser extent for postgraduate
trainees, than it is for medical students.
A study of cardiac resuscitation training
for internal medicine residents illustrates
the stepwise progression of outcomes:
First, the investigators established that the
course improved resuscitation skills in a
simulated setting50; then, in a subsequent
study, they assessed behaviors (checklist
score during actual resuscitation)
and patient outcomes (survival to
discharge).51 Another program of
research began with an assessment of the
need for training in obesity counseling,52
proceeded with a study evaluating the
impact of training on patient counseling
activities (behaviors),53 and then
evaluated the effect on weight change54
(a patient outcome).
Fifth, investigators might consider
selecting patient outcomes that result
from the engagement of patients and
the whole health care team. Kalet and
colleagues16 have offered a conceptual
framework for “educationally sensitive
patient outcomes” that focuses on the
capacity of individual providers to
infuence patient care by enhancing
patients’ active involvement in their
own care and by effectively engaging
the health care team and available
systems. These outcomes (e.g., patient
motivation to change or team function)
lie at the interface between behaviors
and patient outcomes. In addition,
they may offer a feasible approach to
studies of educational programs that
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yield insight into patient care effects—
provided educators can develop and
implement appropriate measurement
tools. The study cited above that linked
physician counseling and patient
motivation46 illustrates one application of
educationally sensitive patient outcomes.
Finally, we remind researchers that
advanced statistical techniques will be
required whenever there is more than
one patient outcome per trainee (i.e.,
clustering of patients).30,32 Failure to
adjust for clustering when required
constitutes a unit-of-analysis error that
artifcially infates the study power and
may lead to spurious conclusions.
In Sum

Patient outcomes in medical education
research have many advantages, but
they typically carry some risks as well.
Issues such as dilution, feasibility, failure
to establish a causal link, potentially
biased outcome selection, and teaching
to the test all challenge the routine use of
patient outcomes. Moreover, they are not
the only important outcomes in medical
education. Deliberately weighing the
available options will facilitate informed
choices during the design of research
that, in turn, informs the art and science
of medical education.
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